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Understanding food behavior and the “obesity epidemic” requires accurate data on weight.  This month
Katherine Flegal tells us about how these data are collected and what they show.  Flegal is a
Distinguished Consultant at the National Center for Health Statistics of the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC). She is also an adjunct professor at the School of Public Health, University of
North Carolina. Her primary research interests are in the epidemiology of obesity and related
conditions, and she has published widely in this area (see the reference list for representative
publications). Her current interests include tracking the prevalence of obesity in the United States and
investigating the association of weight with mortality.  Flegal has a bachelor’s degree from the
University of California, Berkeley, a PhD in Nutrition from Cornell University, and an MPH in
epidemiology from the University of Pittsburgh, where she completed a post-doctoral fellowship.  She
was a research faculty member in the Biostatistics department of the University of Michigan before
going to CDC in 1987 – LB.

Katherine Flegal is perhaps best known for her work in obesity epidemiology. She has led or
participated in numerous research projects using national data to track and characterize trends in the
prevalence of obesity and being overweight among both adults and children. These analyses serve to
inform much of the work on obesity in populations. She was a leader in the research that first identified
the increases in obesity in the United States and also in initiating the use of widely accepted international
standards for these estimates. Her important analysis, cited by leading experts, showed that the
population weight trends were characterized by differential increases at different weight levels, with the
heavier segment of the population becoming much heavier, whereas the leaner segment showed little
change, thus providing evidence for a gene-environment interaction. She also published several
important papers on the effect of changes in smoking prevalence, due both to decreased initiation and to
smoking cessation, on population obesity prevalence, showing both that decreased smoking prevalence
contributes to increasing prevalence of obesity and that the contribution is minor.

Flegal’s work showed that over 100,000 deaths per year in the U.S. were associated with obesity, and
subsequent work showed that these deaths were concentrated among three major causes: cardiovascular
disease, diabetes, and a set of selected cancers. These analyses relied on the development of new
statistical approaches to the problem of identifying and quantifying the health burden associated with
obesity in the population. Further contributions in this area have evaluated the effects of using different
anthropometric measures in such studies. She is continuing work on anthropometry and body
composition using various measures in the U.S. population.

Another related area where she has made important contributions is the creation and use of growth charts
for children. She was a major participant in the revision of the CDC Growth Charts that appeared in
2000; she was also a collaborator in the development of the IOTF (International Obesity Task Force)
standards for overweight and obesity among children, and, subsequently, for thinness among children.
She has contributed numerous articles concerning the application and use of these data.



Her methodological work on issues of misclassification in epidemiologic studies has been influential and
is cited in numerous textbooks. She has additionally been a contributor to numerous important papers
involving the health and mortality impact of blood lead levels in the population and the impact of
environmental tobacco smoke.

Bartoshuk: How are data on weight collected?

Flegal: The data that we use all come from NHANES, the National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey [http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes.htm]. This survey is conducted on a nationally representative
sample. Participants are first interviewed in the household and then invited to attend a health
examination (physical examination) in a special mobile examination center, staffed by technicians and
health personnel. The examination includes measures of height and weight as well as numerous other
examination components and laboratory measurements. The survey began in 1960 and was conducted
on a periodic basis until 1999 when it became a continuous survey. These cross-sectional data provide a
snapshot of the U.S. population at successive points in time.

Because we have measured weights and heights on representative samples of the [civilian, non-
institutionalized] U.S. population dating back to 1960, we can look at population trends over time. The
surveys are cross-sectional, not longitudinal, so we don’t have data on individual changes in weight, but
rather data on the population over time. We generally use body mass index (BMI) calculated as weight
in kilograms divided by height in meters squared. This index was suggested originally by the Belgian
statistician Adolphe Quetelet [1796-1874] and is now very widely used.

Using the current widely accepted definition of obesity as a body mass index [BMI] of 30 or above, we
saw that from 1960 through 1980, there was little change in the prevalence of obesity among adults.
However between the survey in 1976-1980 and the survey in 1988-1994, the prevalence of obesity
increased noticeably by approximately eight percentage points, for reasons that have never been really
explained, although speculation is rife [e.g., see Keith et al., 2006; McCrory, Suen & Roberts, 2002;
Prentice & Jebb, 1995].

Bartoshuk: Could you describe what the most important features of the weight data are with regard to
the obesity epidemic?

Flegal: These increases and subsequent increases have some striking features. First off, the prevalence
of obesity in the population generally varies by a number of factors, such as sex, age, race-ethnic group,
educational levels and smoking status. The increases in obesity, however, occurred in all these groups
fairly uniformly, suggesting that the factors that cause variation in obesity prevalence in the population
are not necessarily the same as the factors causing the increases in prevalence. The trends observed for
children are similar to those for adults. Similar trends are seen in many developed countries at a similar
time.

Plots of the changes of the distribution of BMI show that over time the distribution isn’t moving
uniformly to the right, however. The distribution is becoming much more skewed. The lower end of the
BMI distribution in the population is pretty similar over time, but the higher end is considerably higher.
This suggests some kind of effect that varies by BMI level, possibly a gene-environment interaction,
where those who are not genetically susceptible to the effects of the environment are little affected. 



However, it could also suggest social or personal factors that interact with the environment as well.
Some groups may be socially more protected from the effects of the environment, with its ample, cheap
food supply and the limited need for physical activity, than other groups.

The prevalence of obesity appeared relatively stable over about a 20 year period from 1960 to 1980, then
increased noticeably between 1980 to 1988-1994, then again to 1999-2000 [see Figure 1]. After that
point, the increases diminished and obesity prevalence may have restabilized, particularly for women
and children, or at least changing at a much slower rate.

Bartoshuk: What do the data say to you?

Flegal: Although these phenomena are often referred to as the obesity “epidemic,” the word may be
misleading. An epidemic is a number greater than expected, but what would be the expected prevalence
of obesity? The prevalence in 1960, which was about 15 percent? Obesity might more properly be
regarded as endemic, not epidemic. Data dating back to the Civil War, though limited, suggests that
weight has been increasing fairly steadily ever since and increasing at a slower rate now than it did in the
last half of the 19th century. A broader perspective then would suggest that the current trends in obesity
are a further manifestation of this longer-term trend and not a sudden outbreak of a disease.

The distribution of BMI is sometimes viewed as though it were a behavioral distribution — as you move
from left to right, physical activity decreases and food intake increases. More likely, the distribution, like
other roughly normal distributions, is arising from the effect of myriad factors, including individual
behavior, genetic make-up, and environmental factors. It is surprising how little we have learned about
the factors underlying these trends.

Bartoshuk: How do these data relate to mortality?

Flegal: In our work, we have also addressed issues of the number of deaths in the United States that are
associated with different BMI levels. When we look at the most recent mortality data from following the
1988-94 survey through 2000, it suggests that the association of overweight — a BMI from 25-29.9 — and
even of mild obesity — BMI 30-34.9 —  with mortality is weak and not statistically significant.  Although
other measurements such as waist circumference are often thought to be better than BMI as indicators of
risk, we found no significant differences between BMI and a number of other measures, with BMI
actually associated more strongly with mortality than the other measures. One of our findings was that
the association of weight and mortality seems to be much weaker in the more recent data, leading us to
the suggestion that perhaps the association is diminishing over time, perhaps because of improvements
in public health and in medical care, a suggestion that has proved to be somewhat surprisingly
controversial [e.g., see Adams et al., 2006; Calle, Teras, & Thun, 2005; Manson, et al., 2007].

 

 

 



 

 Figure 1: Distributions of Body Mass Index from NHANES III (1988-1994) and NHANES
1999-2000 (Flegal, K.M., Carroll, M.D., Ogden, C.L., & Johnson, C.L. (2002)).
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